
jessica metro

Skills

°  Design thinking & strategy

°  Craft & high-quality execution 

°  End-to-end design

°  Information architecture

°  User research

°  Design sprints

°  Prototyping & iteration

°  Sketching & wireframing

°  Mentorship

°  Writing

°  Photography

°  Basic Spanish

hello@jessicametro.com // www.jessicametro.com

Tools

°  Figma

°  Sketch

°  InVision

°  Keynote

°  Adobe Creative Suite

°  Google Suite

°  Microsoft 365

°  HTML / CSS 

Experience

Lead Product Designer, Klima / Climate Labs GmbH
Berlin, Germany // January 2022 – September 2022

°  Collaborated with the founder/CPO on the Klima app redesign (Apple Design 
Awards Finalist 2021, reddot winner 2022), Klima for Teams, and Klima Earth 
products — to make climate action simple for everyone.

°  Owned the design of Klima’s web onboarding flow to enable acquisition through 
web marketing flows and rapid iteration through A/B testing; led team workshops 
to define and align on growth and engagement strategies.

°  Drove research across key markets via UserTesting (qual) and surveys (quant) to 
ensure the team heard directly from users, address user needs, and validate ideas.

Senior Product Designer, Facebook
Menlo Park, CA // August 2013 – September 2021

Privacy // 3+ years

°  Owned the redesign of Privacy Checkup (2020); was responsible for the strategy, 
UX and UI, and overall implementation; delegated work to 5 other designers 
for smaller portions of execution; developed the Privacy Checkup Playbook to 
maintain a high-quality, consistent experience even as it grows.

°  Led design for Privacy Education products, onboarded new designers onto the 
team, provided mentorship, and facilitated weekly critique.

°  Facilitated sprints for my immediate team and the Privacy organization to align on 
people problems, uncover new solutions, and define strategy for execution.

°  Partnered with user researchers to conduct foundational, conceptual, and usability 
research in global markets to ensure our products are designed for everyone.

Compassion & Well-being // 2+ years

°  Led design for meaningful products to support people through difficult life 
moments including online harassment, suicide prevention, eating-disorder 
prevention, and death and memorialization: Ignore on Messenger (2017), Support 
Resources for Concerned Family and (2017), Caring Cards (2017), Support 
Resources on Live Video (2016), and Support  Resources on Instagram (2016). 

°  Traveled with user researchers on global research trips to understand high-severity 
problems, then translated research insights into concrete product opportunities.

°  Defined Facebook’s role in well-being and framed the charter, opportunities, and 
principles; developed the Well-Being Playbook to influence teams across the 
company to imbue their work with well-being.

Login & Security // ~3 years

°  Co-designed Security Checkup (2015) to improve account security through 
education and awareness; leveraged the JTBD framework, collaborated on the 
strategy and UX, and was responsible for UI, IxD, and high-quality implementation.

°  Played the primary design role designing cutting-edge login products including 
Profile Picture Login (2014), and reimagining antiquated security products 
including Hacked Account Cleanup (2015); introduced principles around trust, 
empathy, and guidance; delivered end-to-end designs, prototypes, and specs.

°  Collaborated on a cross-functional team: content design, research, data science, 
engineering, product management, and marketing.

Publication

Designing with Compassion
Medium // September 2019

Interests

°  Climate change & sustainable design

°  Designing with compassion & empathy 

°  Responsible & ethical innovation

°  Designing for low-tech literacy & 
emerging markets

Academics

Bachelor of Fine Art, Graphic Design
Bachelor of Fine Art, Photography
University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign, IL // May 2013 

https://medium.com/designatmeta/designing-with-compassion-59a5ca077031

